·[For Immediate Release]

NetDragon Announces the First Expansion Pack
‘The Awakening of Justice’ for Disney Fantasy Online
[28 September, 2010 Hong Kong] NetDragon Websoft Inc. (“NetDragon” or the “Company”;
Stock Code: 777), a leading online game developer and innovator in China, announces that
Disney Fantasy Online’s first expansion pack “The Awakening of Justice” was released on 27
September, 2010.
As the world’s first Disney-themed MMORPG created in collaboration with Disney Interactive
Media Group, Disney Fantasy Online has enjoyed the fervent support of players due to the
excellent quality of its classic Disney content since its opening of beta test in May 2010. The
EP “The Awakening of Justice” will add two new professions “charmer” and “nobleman”, which
will help to better improve and balance the game’s profession system. In addition, players can
experience novel features such as strengthened weapons after evolution and partner weapon
system.
Additionally, NetDragon will soon introduce the “Fourth Generation Chatting System” which
knocks down the walls that previously confined players to a game-specific chatting room. The
new chatting system enables a player to reach players in other NetDragon gamesand to
interact via this cross-game platform. NetDragon believes that this design innovation will
enhance users’ stickiness and extend products’ life cycle.

About NetDragon
NetDragon Websoft Inc. is a leading innovator and creative force in China's online gaming industry.
Established in 1999, NetDragon has been operating and developing a broad range of MMORPGs since
launching its first self-made title Monster & Me in 2002. In addition, NetDragon is China's pioneer in
overseas expansion, having directly operated its titles in overseas markets since 2004 in English, French,
Spanish and other foreign languages. NetDragon's game portfolio comprises a range of massively
multiplayer online games that cater to various types of players and gaming preferences. Current offerings
include the games Eudemons Online, Conquer Online, Zero Online, Way of the Five, Heroes of Might &
Magic Online, Disney Fantasy Online and Tian Yuan. NetDragon also has multiple games currently in
development, including Dungeon Keeper Online, TRANSFORMERS Online, Doomsday, Cross Gate,
Legend of the Dark and a new version of Ultima Online.
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